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Abstract
The conservation of humpback dolphins, distributed in coastal waters of the IndoWest Pacific and eastern Atlantic Oceans, has been hindered by a lack of understanding about the number of species in the genus (Sousa) and their population structure.
To address this issue, we present a combined analysis of genetic and morphologic data
collected from beach-cast, remote-biopsied and museum specimens from throughout
the known Sousa range. We extracted genetic sequence data from 235 samples from
extant populations and explored the mitochondrial control region and four nuclear
introns through phylogenetic, population-level and population aggregation frameworks. In addition, 180 cranial specimens from the same geographical regions allowed
comparisons of 24 morphological characters through multivariate analyses. The genetic
and morphological data showed significant and concordant patterns of geographical
segregation, which are typical for the kind of demographic isolation displayed by species units, across the Sousa genus distribution range. Based on our combined genetic
and morphological analyses, there is convincing evidence for at least four species
within the genus (S. teuszii in the Atlantic off West Africa, S. plumbea in the central
and western Indian Ocean, S. chinensis in the eastern Indian and West Pacific Oceans,
and a new as-yet-unnamed species off northern Australia).
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Introduction
Understanding evolutionary divergence is essential to
our understanding of species and populations, which in
turn is paramount for biodiversity conservation (Vogler
& DeSalle 1994; Goldstein et al. 2000). A variety of species concepts provide theoretically robust frameworks
to explore the divergence process using different lines
of evidence. In this article, we refer to ‘species units’ as
defined by the phylogenetic species concept (PSC) and
the biological species concept (BSC) (Cracraft 1983; De
Queiroz 2007). Phylogenetic species units are characterized by evolutionary uniqueness resulting from significant divergence between such units and are usually
assessed with phylogenetic methods such as character
data or genetic trees (Cracraft 1983). Biological species
are units reproductively isolated from one another
either by allopatric distribution or by behavioural or
physiological mechanisms that prevent gene flow and
produce effective isolation even in sympatry (De Queiroz 2007). Cetacean species provide good examples of
speciation due to either of these mechanisms. For
instance, divergence in right whales, which has been
studied using molecular tools, is known to have
occurred as a consequence of geographical isolation due
to glacial/interglacial periods and suspected antitropical behaviour, with resulting different species in the
southern hemisphere, the North Atlantic and North
Pacific Oceans (Rosenbaum et al. 2000; Gaines et al.
2005). Examples of sympatric cetaceans can be found
within the Stenella genus, where divergence is presumed to be driven by behavioural and/or ecological
factors rather than by a disjoint distribution (Oviedo
2007). Similar to the variety of species concepts, there is
a suite of population concepts that are related to ecological, evolutionary and statistical paradigms (Waples &
Gaggiotti 2006), all of which assume a group of mating
individuals of the same species sharing space and time
and, as a result, can be identified when there is significant population structure and negligible gene flow.
Different sources of data have been used for assessments of species and population units. Although morphological data have enabled higher-level taxonomic
evaluations (Gatesy & O’Leary 2001; O’Leary et al. 2003)
characteristic of species units, these data are often unable
to resolve recent divergence and cryptic variation normally present between populations (Rosenbaum et al.
2000). Genetic data have been proved to be powerful in
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evaluating taxonomic hypotheses that range from deep
(Krause et al. 2008; Roca et al. 2009) to shallow (Palsbøll
et al. 2004; Sudarto et al. 2010; Welch et al. 2011) divergence events, therefore permitting assessments of species
to population units. The combination of morphological
and genetic data allows for complementary analyses of
information subject to different evolutionary forces and
can therefore provide a robust picture of divergence patterns (Beasley et al. 2005; Chivers et al. 2005; Caballero
et al. 2007). As a result, molecular and morphological
data are frequently used in parallel to resolve taxonomic
uncertainties and identify cryptic species (Beasley et al.
2002, 2005; Lefebure et al. 2006; Caballero et al. 2007;
Charlton-Robb et al. 2011).
Unambiguous phylogenetic signals or discrete, fixed
characters from genetic data are expected for operational
units at the species level (Shaffer & Thomson 2007). However, units that have diverged recently or exhibit ongoing
gene flow (i.e. populations) will not be accurately
depicted with strictly bifurcating algorithms, due to the
presence of incomplete lineage sorting, and should be
treated with methods that allow visualizing reticulated
relationships (Pearse & Crandall 2004), such as networks
(Posada & Crandall 2001). In addition, population-level
analytical frameworks can increase our understanding of
divergence patterns (i.e. magnitude and directionality of
gene flow) and the processes that led to those patterns
(e.g. isolation, migration). Combining these approaches
to understand evolutionary relationships has been a key
to develop meaningful conservation strategies. As an
example, the taxonomy of the dolphin genus Sotalia was
recently revised based on concordant patterns of divergence in genetics and morphology (Caballero et al. 2007,
2008) and resulted in the acceptance of two distinct
species with different conservation needs.
In this article, we address the controversy regarding
the number of species in the dolphin genus Sousa.
Although the current formal taxonomy of this genus
recognizes the existence of S. teuszii in the Atlantic
Ocean and S. chinensis covering the rest of the genus
distribution (Rice 1977, 1998), the scientific community
has historically considered a range from a single, highly
variable species (S. chinensis) to four species (S. teuszii
in the Atlantic Ocean, S. plumbea in the Indian Ocean,
S. chinensis in the Indo-West Pacific Ocean and the possible existence of an as-yet-unnamed species occurring
along the coast of northern Australia) (Fig. 1). Humpback dolphins are considered ‘vulnerable’ (S. teuszii)
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Fig. 1 Study area map. The global distribution of humpback dolphins is shown as shaded along the coasts. Solid circles indicate
sampling sites, with genetic sample sizes alongside and morphological sample sizes (in parentheses). Samples with unknown specific
location within a region/country are indicated by open circles and plotted on the country/region of origin. Previously recognized
taxonomic names are shown at the bottom and represent approximate locations of proposed species distribution limits. Specifically,
we show the three-species taxonomy above the bottom line, with an approximate geographical split between S. teuszii and S. plumbea
in western South Africa, and the approximate split between S. plumbea and S. chinensis as a split range east of India, given current
uncertainty about proposals for that split. Below the bottom line, we show the two-species taxonomy including only S. teuszii and
S. chinensis.

and ‘near threatened’ (S. chinensis), both with decreasing
population trends in the IUCN Red List (http://www.
iucnredlist.org). However, S. chinesis comes close to qualifying for vulnerable and should be reassessed following
a taxonomic assessment of the genus, especially considering the implications of S. chinensis potentially being subdivided into multiple species. S. chinensis in the eastern
Taiwan Strait has been identified as a discrete population, based on its distinctive colour pattern, and it is considered as critically endangered in the IUCN Red List.
Current taxonomic uncertainty and the potential identification of additional demographically isolated populations hinder the development of conservation strategies
based on prior operational units (Jefferson 2004; Jefferson
& Hung 2004; Jefferson & Van Waerebeek 2004; Frere
et al. 2008, 2011).
Morphological evidence supports a S. teuszii–S. chinensis split, and a potential additional species was
included in S. chinensis referred to as S. plumbea with a
known distribution in the western Indian Ocean (Jefferson & Van Waerebeek 2004). West African specimens of
humpback dolphins have significantly shorter rostra
and lower tooth counts compared with Southeast African, Arabian/Persian Gulf and Indian specimens. The
latter have a prominent dorsal hump not present in
South-East Asia, which supports S. plumbea as a potential third species (Jefferson & Van Waerebeek 2004).
The first lines of genetic data come from a more limited regional data set and one genetic marker, which
only included animals from West Africa, South Africa,
Hong Kong and Australia (NWA = 2, NSA = 23,
NHK = 19, NA = 25, respectively). These mtDNA data
showed a monophyletic Australia clade sister to a group

of monophyletic clades from Hong Kong and South
Africa and those from West Africa as basal to this group
(Frere et al. 2008). A subsequent phylogenetic analysis,
which added a sample from Indonesia (NI = 1),
increased the amount of mtDNA sequence data and
added sequence information from three nuclear introns,
supporting the previous findings about the monophyly
of Australian samples (Frere et al. 2011). The latter analysis did not include samples from South Africa, hindering
direct comparisons with the preceding study.
Recent population-level analyses of mtDNA control
region data uncovered further variation within S. plumbea in the form of significant genetic structure among
putative populations in Oman, Tanzania and an assemblage formed by South Africa and Mozambique (Mendez
et al. 2011). Such levels of control region genetic differentiation (ΦST > 0.5) are considered very high compared
with other small cetaceans with reported population
structure, such as Stenella frontalis (ΦST ~0.3) (Adams &
Rosel 2006), S. longirostris (ΦST ~0.25) (Andrews et al.
2010), Phocoenoides dalli (ΦST ~0.1) (Escorza Trevino &
Dizon 2000) and Pontoporia blainvillei (ΦST ~0.15) (Mendez
et al. 2008, 2010). Comparably high interpopulation ΦST
levels have been reported for small cetaceans with presumed distribution gaps, such as Lagenorhynchus obscurus
in Peru, Argentina and South Africa (ΦST ~0.6) (Cassens
et al. 2003), or those with known strong female philopatry, such as Tursiops sp. in Western Australia (ΦST ~0.6)
(Kr€
utzen et al. 2004) or Delphinapterus leucas in the Neartic (ΦST ~0.5) (O’ Corry-Crowe et al. 1997).
In the present analysis, we combine genetic and morphological data from the most comprehensive rangewide sampling to date of the Sousa genus and draw
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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from phylogenetic and population-level approaches, to
assess phylogenetic- and population-level relationships
in this group and to address some of the potential taxonomic implications of this evidence.

Methods
Sample collection
A total of 235 tissue samples and 180 cranial specimens
were used for genetic and morphological analyses,
respectively. The data sets were mostly independent,
although there was some overlap from stranded specimens from which we included both genetic and morphological data (N = 7 individuals from China). Both data
sets represent the entire range of the Sousa genus extending along the coasts of the Atlantic, Indian and West Pacific Oceans. Specifically, our genetic data set contains
samples from West Africa or ‘WA’ (Gabon, Congo, Mauritania), Southeast Africa or ‘SEA’ (South Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania, Madagascar), Arabia or ‘OM’ (Oman),
the Indian subcontinent or ‘IN’ (India, Bangladesh), Thailand or ‘TH’ and China or ‘CH’ in South-East Asia, and
Australia ‘AUS’. Our morphological data set includes
samples from the same general localities except for Bangladesh (Fig. 1, Table S1, Supporting information).
Total genomic DNA was isolated from the 235 incidentally entangled, beach-cast and biopsied humpback
dolphins, including all 94 specimens used in the regional-level analysis in Africa and Arabia (Mendez et al.
2011) and a representative sample of Australian individuals provided by G.J. Parra. All samples were
preserved in ethanol (96% v/v) or in a sodium chloride-saturated 20% dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) solution. Total genomic DNA was extracted from tissue
samples using the QIAamp Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA). A fragment of the mitochondrial DNA
control region (Baker et al. 1993) was amplified from all
tissue samples. Preliminary assays to evaluate variation
between sampling sites were performed using intron
sequences presented in the study by Frere et al. (2011)
and a suite of other nuclear markers. After this initial
screening, we selected a set of three introns that were
successfully amplified for most of our samples and that
initially presented some visible variation between sampling units. Partial sequences from the parathyroid hormone (PTH), proteolipid protein (PLP) and esterase D
(ESD) nuclear gene introns (Lyons et al. 1997) were also
amplified for a subset of 108 specimens representing all
sampling areas. The thermal profile for the mtDNA
control region PCR consisted of an initial denaturation
for 3 min at 94°C followed by 32 amplification cycles
(30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 52°C, 1 min at 72°C) and a final
5 min of extension at 72°C. For all introns, thermal
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

conditions started with an initial denaturation phase for
10 min at 94°C followed by 35 amplification cycles with
varying temperatures and ended with a final 10 min of
extension at 72°C. The amplification temperatures were
as follows: for PTH, we used 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 55°C
and 1 min at 72°C; for PLP, we used 30 s at 94°C, 30 s
at 60°C and 1 min at 72°C; and for ESD, we used 30 s
at 94°C, 30 s at 56°C and 1 min at 72°C. All loci were
sequenced in both directions using BigDye chemistry
on a 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Inc.
[ABI], Foster City, CA, USA).
The morphological data stem from a cranial morphology data set developed and initially explored by Jefferson and Van Waerebeek (Jefferson & Van Waerebeek
2004). This data set consists of 24 metric and meristic
characters from 180 adult humpback dolphin specimens
(as determined by ossification level and skull size) collected throughout the range of the genus, closely matching the geographical coverage of the molecular data.
The measurements analysed are as follows: upper tooth
count (UTC), lower tooth count (LTC), tooth diameter
(TD), condylobasal length (CBL), length of rostrum
(LR), width of rostrum base (WRB), width of rostrum ½
(WR1/2), width of rostrum ¾ (WR3/4), width of premaxilar ½ (WP1/2), greatest width premaxilar (GWP),
preorbital width (PREOW), postorbital width (POSOW),
zygomatic width (ZYGW), parietal width (PARW),
width of external nares (WEN), width of internal nares
(WIN), length of temporal fossa (LTF), height of temporal fossa (HTF), length of orbits (LORB), length of antiorbital process (LAP), length of upper toothrow
(LUTR), length of mandible (LMAN), height of mandible (HMAN) and length of mandibular symphysis
(LMS). See Supplementary material and Jefferson &
Van Waerebeek (2004) for full details on this data set
(Table S2, Supporting information).

Genetic data analysis
DNA sequencing chromatograms were inspected and
edited in Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes, Corp.). Nucleotide sequences were aligned in MUSCLE (Edgar 2004)
with a maximum of 10 iterations (Data S1, Supporting
information).
The phylogenetic relationships between haplotypes in
a concatenated mitochondrial (mtDNA) and nuclear
(nuDNA) sequence data set (N = 105), and in the mitochondrial data set (N = 235) and nuclear sequences
(N = 81), were examined in a maximum-likelihood
(ML) framework in the POSIX Threads build of RAxML
7.2.9–7.3.0 (Stamatakis 2006; Stamatakis & Ott 2008)
using an unlinked general-time-reversible (GTR; Lanave
et al. 1984) and among-site rate heterogeneity modelled
by the Γ distribution with four discrete categories (Yang
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1994) across loci. One hundred ML inferences on the
condensed haplotype alignment were performed, each
starting from a random-addition maximum parsimony
tree. Node robustness was examined by means of 2000
bootstrap pseudoreplicates (Felsenstein 1985). The number of pseudoreplicates above which node support is not
expected to vary was examined using the ‘bootstrapping’
frequency-based and majority-rule criteria as implemented in RAxML (Pattengale et al. 2010). The putative
conflicting phylogenetic signal among the respective ML
trees of the bootstrap resampled alignments was visualized simultaneously in a single consensus network of all
bootstrap trees (Holland & Moulton 2003) in SplitsTree 4
(Huson & Bryant 2006). The length of a network edge
represents the number of bootstrap trees that contain the
split represented by that given edge. The consensus
threshold was set at 0.1, which means that bipartitions
that appeared in at least 200 of the 2000 bootstrap trees
participated in network construction.
To complement the phylogenetic analysis, a general
population aggregation analysis (PAA) framework
(Davis & Nixon 1992) was used for evaluating nucleotide substitutions that might be diagnostic of operational units (Sarkar et al. 2002). Because character
fixation requires a significant amount of divergence
time, this analysis allows the identification of nucleotide
positions that can be considered diagnostic of putative
units, providing an objective and robust framework for
visualizing regional divergence. The PAA was carried
out excluding alignment gaps to ensure a conservative
assessment, and the West African haplotype was used
as reference sequence.
We employed additional population-level analyses to
assess variation in the mtDNA data set in the geographical context of our sampling units: West Africa, Southeast
Africa, Arabia, Thailand, China and Australia (mtDNA
sample size in Bangladesh (N = 1) and India (N = 3) was
too small for quantitative analyses of genetic variation,
and the Indian subcontinent was therefore excluded
below, excepting the construction of genetic networks).
We first implemented a median-joining network in the
software Network 4.6 (http://www.fluxus-engineering.
com) to visualize relationships between the obtained
mtDNA haplotypes (Bandelt et al. 1999). Our choice of
networks to visualize such relationships responds to a
general consensus in that networks are especially appropriate for depicting data with reticulations, which is
usually the case in population-level situations or recent
divergence (Posada & Crandall 2001). Then, we computed descriptive population genetic estimates for the
mtDNA data set (N = 235), such as nucleotide and haplotype diversity (p and h; Nei 1987) and mean number of
pairwise differences (k; Tajima 1983), which were
calculated in DnaSP 5.10.1 (Librado & Rozas 2009).

Genetic differentiation between our sampling units was
estimated via the ΦST fixation index, Wright’s FST analogue for nucleotide sequence diversity in Arlequin
3.5.1.2 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010) and with the net
between-group distance (Da; Nei & Li 1979), as implemented in MEGA 5 (Tamura et al. 2011). This ΦST estimator uses information from both the frequency distribution
and nucleotide divergence in the haplotype data, which
makes it especially informative about recent species
divergence or pronounced population structure.

Morphological data analysis
Our rationale was to analyse the morphological data
using the same regional geographical framework and
sampling units as for the genetic data to evaluate
whether the putative partitions are supported by both
genetic and morphological data. Therefore, we assessed
differentiation between West Africa, Southeast Africa,
Arabia (Oman), the Indian subcontinent, Thailand, China
and Australia. Specifically, a multivariate analysis of the
entire morphological data set according to our regional
grouping of geographical samples was implemented
through a discriminant function analysis (DFA) in JMP
9.0.2 (SAS Institute Inc.). DFA estimates complementary
functions of the variables that reflect the differences
between groups (in this case, our sampling units). In particular, if the first two or three discriminant functions
account for most of the among-group differences, then
such differences can be easily visualized in a canonical
plot, which is a graphical representation of the values of
these variables for each of the samples (Manly 2005).
Statistical significance of the DFA, which would indicate
that the groupings contain statistically different sets of
morphological data, was assessed through the Wilks’ k
(the statistic used to evaluate significance in multivariate
analyses of variance, MANOVA), Pillai’s trace, Hotelling–Lawley and Roy’s maximum root multivariate statistics for multiple populations (Manly 2005). This was
complemented by separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for each individual morphological character, to
evaluate their respective contribution to the overall
observed pattern of variation between sampling units
(Movie S1, Supporting information).

Results
Genetic data
The concatenated mtDNA–nuDNA data set shows a clear
geographical partition into geographical clades, as evidenced by the consensus network of the ML bootstrap
trees. The most divergent clade appears to be CH+TH
(bootstrap support ~70%) and then AUS (bootstrap
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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support ~51%) with two well-defined haplotype clusters.
A divergent and highly variable cluster appears as an
African assemblage, with well-defined subclusters WA
(bootstrap support ~84%), SEA and a haplotype from
Oman (‘O8’) grouping with a few haplotypes from SEA
and Mozambique at the base of the SEA cluster, and two
Oman haplotypes (O14 and O15) stemming off the basal
stem reticulation before SA haplotypes. All other Arabian
haplotypes group in a cluster with low bootstrap support
and with significant topological incongruence, as evidenced by the strong pattern of reticulation (Fig. 2a).
Overall, although node support was not strong, the frequency-based bootstrapping test showed that more than
600 bootstrap pseudoreplicates would not alter significantly the global node support trend.
The mtDNA data set shows patterns congruent with
those of the concatenated mtDNA–nuDNA data set.
Although the AUS, BAN, CH, TH, African (with SEA
and WA) and Arabian (OM) assemblages are equally

(a)

(d)

(b)

distinct and supported in both data sets, the mtDNA data
set shows more clear-cut patterns with fewer reticulations. In addition, in this data set, there is an Arabian
haplotype that is more closely associated with the African haplotypes than with the other Arabian sequences
(Fig. 2b). Although 1200 bootstrap pseudoreplicates were
needed to assess node robustness, as shown by the frequency-based bootstrapping criterion, the main geographical clusters were well supported (AUS: 94%, SEA:
86%, WA: 86%, CH+TH: 85%).
The nuDNA data resulted in patterns that were somewhat similar to those presented here, although with
significantly lower resolution (CH+TH: 64%). Geographically defined clades were evident from the mtDNA and
nuclear ESD loci, differentiating AUS, SE Africa and the
Indian Ocean. PLP and PTH were partially informative in
differentiating some groups from Australia, China, West
Africa, SE Africa and Oman. While these data did
not mask or swamp the patterns ascertained from the

(c)

(e)

Fig. 2 Molecular phylogenetic relationships and clustering according to morphological characters. (a) Consensus networks built out
of 2000 maximum-likelihood phylogenetic bootstrap trees for the concatenated mtDNA and nuDNA data sets; (b) mtDNA data set;
(c) nuDNA data set. The scale bar indicates the number of bootstrap trees that contain the split represented by a given edge; (d)
median-joining mtDNA haplotype network. Haplotype circle sizes are proportional to their frequencies; (e) scatter plot of canonical
scores for morphological characters. Clouds corresponding to the 95% confidence interval are indicated for each region in the chart
corresponding to the first two canonical scores. The panels showing canonical scores 1 vs. 3 and 2 vs. 3 display polygons that delimit
the outer boundaries of the sample clouds for each region and have no associated statistical value.
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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phylogenetic reconstruction of mtDNA sequences, they
did not significantly increase the informativeness of our
overall data (Fig. 2c).
The PAA for the mitochondrial data allowed us to
diagnose all regional mtDNA haplotype groupings
(West Africa, Southeast Africa, etc) univocally by a
series of characters. In some cases, single characters in a
specific position in the alignment (indicated by a number between 1 and 441 corresponding to such position)
are sufficient for this diagnosis, so we call these ‘diagnostic sites’. In other cases, a combination of characters
is needed to provide diagnostic power, so we call these
groups of sites ‘compound diagnostic sites’ and indicate
with a ‘+’ sign that these sites can be diagnostic when
considered together as a group (Fig. 3). For instance,
the WA haplotype at the top of the alignment is set
apart from the rest by a number of compound characters: sites 7(C)+123(A), 7(C)+189(T), etc. The SEA haplotype assemblage can be diagnosed as unique by sites
123(G) and 377(C) (with the OM haplotype clustering
with SEA as the only exception). Similarly, the TH+CH
haplotype assemblage can be diagnosed by sites 74(G),

W Africa

75(C) and 235(T). The AUS haplotype group has distinctive characters at sites 44(G), 76(T), 85(G), 100(T), 253
(A), 267(A) and 391(A). Broader-scale diagnosable
groupings are African haplotypes (excepting the OM
haplotype mentioned above) [set apart by sites 7(C),
375(T), 396(G)], Arabian + Indian haplotypes [diagnosable by sites 91(G), 101(C), 396(A)] and South-East Asia
+ Oceania [set apart by site 42(A)]. The nuclear data set
concatenating the three intron sequences resulted much
less variable than the mitochondrial one, but diagnostic
sites could still be found: a single fixed diagnostic character allowed us to diagnose the TH+CH assemblage
from all other haplotypes in this analysis, a second
character separates the Australian haplotypes from all
other haplotypes, and a third character differentiates
the African+Arabian haplotypes from all other haplotypes in this analysis (Supporting information).
All mtDNA haplotypes were ‘private’ to specific
regional samples, with no shared haplotypes between
regions. The one Bangladesh and three Indian samples
presented nucleotide differences from all others in our
data set, therefore generating four unique haplotypes.

S. teuszii

SE Africa

S. plumbea
Oman

India
Bangladesh
Thailand
Cambodia
China

S. chinensis

Australia

Fig. 3 mtDNA PAA character matrix, displaying only the polymorphic sites that resolve mtDNA haplotypes. Nucleotide position, as
referred to in the text, is at the top and should be read vertically from top to bottom. The genus’ three-species taxonomy is depicted
at the right, with the new proposed species exclusively composed by the Australian haplotypes (Sousa36-Sousa41).
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Table 1 Population sample size and genetic diversity of regional samples (WA: West Africa; SEA: South east Africa; OM:
Oman; TH: Thailand; CH: China; AUS: Australia)
Region

N

h

H (SD)

k (SD)

p (SD)

WA
SEA
OM
TH
CH
AUS

6
39
58
8
91
23

1
8
10
3
8
4

0
0.82
0.79
0.61
0.34
0.55

0
2.79
7.29
0.93
1.41
3.73

0
0.04
0.11
0.01
0.02
0.05

(0)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.16)
(0.06)
(0.04)

(0)
(1.51)
(3.46)
(0.71)
(0.87)
(1.94)

(0)
(0.02)
(0.06)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.03)

N, number of individuals; h, number of haplotypes; H, haplotype diversity; k, average number of nucleotide differences; p,
average number of pairwise nucleotide differences per site; SD,
standard deviation.

Table 2 Pairwise genetic distances between regional samples
(WA: West Africa; SEA: Southeast Africa; OM: Oman; TH:
Thailand; CH: China; AUS: Australia). Above the diagonal are
the net between-group genetic distances, and below the diagonal are the ΦST fixation index distances. All ΦST values are
statistically highly significant (P < 0.001)
Sites

WA

WA
SEA
OM
TH
CH
AUS

0.78
0.50
0.97
0.92
0.87

SEA

OM

TH

CH

AUS

0.028

0.016
0.023

0.039
0.055
0.033

0.035
0.043
0.032
0.025

0.053
0.049
0.040
0.060
0.068

0.64
0.89
0.91
0.87

0.62
0.76
0.73

0.85
0.87

0.93

These samples were only used for the phylogenetic
trees and haplotype network as the small sample sizes
for these two locations preclude population-level analyses. The median-joining haplotype network of the
mtDNA data displays a very clear geographical structure, with all haplotypes from each region forming separate clusters (with the exception of one haplotype from
Oman that clustered with WSA haplotypes) (Fig. 2d).
The OM, SEA and AUS regional samples present the
highest genetic diversity, while CH displays the lowest,
despite its large sample size (Table 1). All putative populations were statistically different in the pairwise genetic
comparisons, with high significance values (P < 0.001)
and large fixation indices (ΦST > 0.5) (Table 2). The net
between-group genetic distances were consistently larger
for the comparisons involving the AUS population, followed by those involving WA (Table 2).

Morphological data
When all individual morphological characters were
simultaneously evaluated through the DFA, the regional
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

sampling resulted in statistical significance by all statistics used: Wilks’ k = 4.03 9 10 5 P < 0.0001, Pillai’s
trace = 4.84 P < 10 4, Hotelling–Lawley = 36.22 P < 10 4
and Roy’s maximum root = 19.55 P < 10 4. In addition,
all individual character ANOVAs between the regional
samples, with the exception of one variable (WR3/4,
P = 0.173), resulted in statistical significance (TD, WRB,
PREOW, HTF, LORB, LMAN and HMAN with P < 0.05,
and all other variables with P < 0.0001). A visual inspection of the scatter plot of the first two canonical scores
shows separated clusters at the 95% confidence level of
the regional samples WA, SEA, CH and AUS. The samples OM, IN and TH form overlapping clusters. The scatter plots of the first and third, and the second and third
canonical scores consistently support the patterns
observed with the first two scores (Fig. 2e).

Discussion
Based on the most comprehensive sampling of Sousa to
date, our study provides genetic and morphological evidence supporting the need for a revision of the current
taxonomy of humpback dolphins to consider new putative species.
The evolutionary divergence patterns evaluated in
this study result from the combined action of the mutation–drift equilibrium (Futuyma 2005) and the potential
presence of barriers to dispersal or philopatric social
behaviour. These forces commonly create a continuum
of genetic variation from panmixia within populations,
to strong population structure, and finally discrete species units. Our ability to detect the latter units is subject
to the degree of resolution in the existing data and the
power of the statistical methods employed to interpret
those data. Our data show that all putative units studied (West Africa, Southeast Africa, Arabia-Oman, the
Indian subcontinent, Thailand, China and Australia)
exhibited extreme and significant differentiation in our
analysis of genetic structure and shared no mtDNA
haplotypes, formed well-resolved clusters in the phylogenetic analyses when considering nuDNA and mtDNA
jointly and separately, are diagnosable under the PAA
approach and exhibited statistically significant morphological differentiation (with the exception of ArabiaOman, the Indian subcontinent and Thailand, which
formed a single cluster).
The position of the Bangladesh samples in the phylogenetic trees of all data sets (concatenated nuDNA–
mtDNA, the mtDNA and the nuDNA) is interesting,
given its high support and clustering with the outgroup Tursiops truncatus and Stenella samples. These
samples seem as divergent as those from Australia and
therefore merit further attention. The Oman mtDNA
haplotype that clusters with those of Southeast Africa
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occupies an interesting position within the tree topology, given that all other Oman mtDNA haplotypes are
grouped in a single Arabian cluster and that no shared
haplotypes exist between sampling units. Despite the
strong resulting population structure between these
units and the otherwise clear phylogenetic pattern (also
supported by the morphological data), this topology
suggests a degree of connectivity and potential for
sympatry between individuals of East Africa and Arabia, which might be historical and has been previously
postulated to explain the colonization of new habitats
from Arabia into East Africa (Mendez et al. 2011).
The different genetic markers employed in our study
offered different levels of resolution. Our nuDNA data
displayed much lower resolution than the mtDNA data.
Such lower resolution in the nuclear DNA data is to be
expected, as nuclear introns are more conserved than
noncoding mtDNA sequences given their associated
regulatory functions (Alberts et al. 2008). Comparable
discrepancies in resolution between intron and mitochondrial DNA data have also been observed for other
cetaceans, such as humpback whales in California and
Hawaii, for instance (Palumbi & Baker 1994). The differences between whales in these locations were attributed
to differences in genetic drift patterns of nuclear and
mitochondrial DNA or, as is common among some
cetaceans, differences between male and female dispersal patterns (Palumbi & Cipriano 1998). We
acknowledge the presence of ancestral – shared yet
incongruent – polymorphisms among taxa probably
caused by compacted divergence in time and evolutionary genetic processes, such as incomplete lineage sorting and hybridization. The extent of homoplasy
manifested in the nuclear DNA data set did not allow
for the confident identification of numerous clear,
shared synapomorphies and of monophyletic assemblages. These results hint at a recent origin for the Sousa
species complex examined here.
Potential drivers of divergence in cetaceans include
fragmented distributions, environmental boundaries
and complex social behaviour causing local adaptation.
Sousa teuszii is considered isolated in West Africa, possibly by the Benguela oceanographic system, which
explains the strong and significant genetic and morphologic differentiation between this and all other sampling
units in our study (Jefferson & Van Waerebeek 2004). In
the absence of distributional gaps, it has been proposed
that population boundaries for humpback dolphins
along Southeast Africa and Arabia might be driven by
environmental breaks. Mendez et al. (2011) showed that
animals from the coasts of South Africa and Mozambique display no population structure, and those from
Mozambique and Tanzania, and from Tanzania and
Oman, display very strong population structure,

suggesting breaks to gene flow along the Tanzanian
coast, and in the area between Tanzania and Oman.
Interestingly, the observed areas of ongoing gene flow
are concordant with a continuous oceanographic regime
throughout the Mozambique channel, and areas of
genetic boundaries were matched by the presence of
oceanographic breaks, for instance, between the Arabian
Sea Upwelling Province and the East Africa Coastal
Province (Mendez et al. 2011). Similar patterns of coincidental environmental and genetic boundaries were
observed for another small coastal cetacean in a different ocean basin. The coastal franciscana dolphin (Pontoporia blainvillei) displays patterns of population
structure that overlap environmental boundaries along
its southern distribution range in Argentina (Mendez
et al. 2010). At a smaller geographical scale in eastern
Australian waters, M€
oller and colleagues postulate that
habitat differences could promote localized differentiation of Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) (M€
oller et al. 2007). Alternatively or in addition to
environmental factors, social behaviour leading to distinct philopatry has been related to significant levels of
population structure in Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
in Shark Bay, Australia (Kr€
utzen et al. 2004; Frere et al.
2010). Specialized foraging behaviour has been assumed
to drive population structure in odontocete cetaceans
with sympatric distributions, particularly in killer
whales (Orcinus orca) (Ford et al. 1998; Matkin et al.
2007; Riesch et al. 2012). Generally speaking, it has been
suggested that local adaptation could be a significant
force shaping the observable patterns of genetic divergence (Nosil et al. 2008, 2009a,b). It is expected that the
same mechanisms that drive population structure, if
sustained over a considerable number of generations,
also contribute to the development of species boundaries. We therefore postulate that distribution patterns
and environmental and behavioural processes probably
play significant roles in the emergence of humpback
dolphin species.

Taxonomic implications
One of our main goals was to evaluate the potential
existence of previously undetected species units based
on the phylogenetic and biological species concepts,
and for this, we base our assertions on the evidence of
differentiation (genetic and morphological) and the
potential for reproductive isolation between such units
as proxies for phylogenetic and biological species,
respectively. While evaluating levels of differentiation is
straightforward with the genetic and morphological
data and analytical approaches, evaluating reproductive
isolation is extremely difficult if not impractical for wild
species. Therefore, we work under the assumption that
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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there is maximum potential for reproductive isolation
between genetically differentiated and allopatric units
and that such reproductive isolation is less likely
between genetically differentiated but fully sympatric
units, unless such units depict strong behavioural differences. Under our proposed framework, we suggest
that species designations should be considered for revision when there is strong indication of phylogenetic
and biological species, as these two aspects incorporate
notions of evolutionary significance captured in the
genetic and morphological data, and issues of ecological
relevance as are the potential sharing of habitat and
resources in sympatry.
As studies examining the morphological and genetic
variability of humpback dolphins have accumulated,
our view of Sousa as one of the most highly variable
and locally adapted genera of small cetaceans has begun
to emerge. Whereas early morphometric studies of Sousa
did not show significant partitions between Australia
and South-East Asia, our current morphological analysis
shows a clear distinction between all sampling units
except those in Oman, India and Thailand. In addition,
recent studies of genetic variation have been consistent
in providing evidence for a species split between specimens from Australia and South-East Asia (Rosenbaum
et al. 2002; Frere et al. 2011), and now we can relate this
finding to our study taking into account specimens from
Africa, which are divergent from all other sampling
areas studied to date. This highlights the importance of
comprehensive data sets and multiple lines of evidence
for a better understanding of divergence patterns. In
particular, for taxonomic assessments, genetic and morphological data are suggested as minimum evidence to
resolve species boundaries, as morphological traits are
typically more conserved than molecular characters and
therefore cannot resolve patters that are clear with
genetic information (Reeves et al. 2004).
With completion of the current study, simultaneously
using both morphometric and molecular markers, and
incorporating samples from a greater portion of the
range of the genus compared with previous efforts, we
now have a clearer view of species-level taxonomy
within the Sousa genus. Independent lines of evidence
(mitochondrial and nuclear DNA and morphology)
collectively and consistently support our results: clusters from West Africa, Southeast Africa, Arabia (Oman),
Bangladesh, Thailand, China and Australia are clearly
distinct by their genetic data, and only those from Arabia-Oman, India and Thailand are lumped together by
the morphological data. These combined results suggest
the existence of at least five assemblages that are evolutionarily unique: (i) West Africa; (ii) Southeast Africa;
(iii) one unresolved cluster consisting of populations in
Oman, India and Thailand; (iv) China; and (v) Austra© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

lia. Of these assemblages, there is only confirmed
potential for exchange between Southeast Africa and
the Arabia samples, as evidenced in our data set by the
mtDNA haplotype from Oman clustering with those
from Southeast Africa. Lastly, the mtDNA and nuDNA
PAA shows the Thailand and China haplotypes as one
assemblage and diagnosable from all other regional
haplotypes or assemblages. Therefore, taking into consideration both notions of differentiation and potential
for reproductive exchange, we propose the recognition
of at least four species: S. teuszii (in the eastern Atlantic
off West Africa), S. plumbea (in the central and western
Indian Ocean, here encompassing samples from Southeast Africa to Arabia), S. chinensis (in the eastern Indian
and West Pacific Oceans) and an as-yet-unnamed species off northern Australia (and probably including
New Guinea). In the case of S. teuszii and the Australian group, allopatry is the most parsimonious explanation for the extreme divergence we observe, as there is
no evidence of exchange or contact between these units
and any other regional groups of humpback dolphins.
In contrast, S. plumbea and S. chinensis are sympatric
from central eastern India to at least Myanmar, where
their genetic differences are still extreme and the morphometric characters we study are more homogeneous.
Interestingly, these proposed species are notably differentiated by the presence of a dorsal bump in S. plumbea
and the absence of it in S. chinensis and also be a distinct coloration between them. In this case of sympatric
speciation, we postulate that behavioural clues probably
associated with such morphological differences play an
important role in reproductive isolation.
The potential for further differentiation of a Thailand–Bangladesh assemblage, as preliminarily suggested by our molecular data analyses, and the
potential for reproductive isolation between Southeast
Africa and Arabia are two issues that merit further
scrutiny and might result in additional units worth considering as potential species within the genus.

Conservation implications
Knowledge of distinct species or populations, and of
evolutionary or ecological drivers of divergence,
enhances our ability to design and implement conservation strategies by identifying biologically meaningful
conservation units. One of the main implications of species-level conservation units is that they do not entail
reproductive exchange and therefore cannot be ‘rescued’ by migration from other such units in the event
of extinction. Although population units generally do
exchange migrants that could potentially supplement
those units threatened with extinction, evidence of very
strong population structure in humpback dolphins indi-
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cates that migration events are either very infrequent or
may no longer occur.
The evidence we present suggests the existence of at
least four species units that must be conserved separately based on threats and challenges idiosyncratic to
each. Furthermore, we suggest that attention also be
paid to the evolutionary and ecological uniqueness of
populations that are clearly divergent, such as those in
the central and western Indian Ocean. To continue filling taxonomic gaps of Sousa in this geographical region,
we recommend increased and targeted sampling efforts
and additional analyses of multiple lines of evidence of
their evolutionary uniqueness.
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